Supporting communications at WHO HIV and Hepatitis Department

People wait for their appointments at an MSF Hepatitis C clinic in Cambodia.

From May 2018 to December 2019 Avert supported the World Health Organization (WHO) HIV and Hepatitis department on its news and newsletter communications.

Avert – with constantly updated knowledge of HIV and sexual health issues, and expertise on digital communications gained from years evolving the global Avert.org information site – was a natural partner for WHO’s HIV and Hepatitis department.

Avert was contracted to provide tailored support to the department on its news and newsletter outputs covering HIV and hepatitis, published on the WHO website and through its regular stakeholder newsletters.

Avert also continues to support the wider dissemination of important WHO HIV and hepatitis news through Avert’s own news stories which are read by tens of thousands of people every month.

Want to find out more?

For more information on how Avert can support your organisation’s work on HIV and sexual health, please get in touch with us.
HELP US HELP OTHERS

Avert.org is helping to prevent the spread of HIV and improve sexual health by giving people trusted, up-to date information.

We provide all this for FREE, but it takes time and money to keep Avert.org going.

Can you support us and protect our future?

Every contribution helps, no matter how small.

PLEASE DONATE NOW

*Photo credit: Todd Brown/WHO. Images used on this site are for illustrative purposes only. They do not imply any health status or behaviour on the part of the people in the photo.*
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